
Winger 

Tata Motors pioneers it’s way in Vans category by engineering a one of its kind vehicle for the 
Indian market. The ALL NEW Tata Winger commands a powerful presence with its bold and 
imposing Front Face and LED tail lamps.  

Step inside the new Winger to experience a car like cockpit and comfortable seats for passengers 
embellished with features like individual AC vents and seats with horizontal slide for better 
shoulder width.  

Designed to perfection, this new Winger is all set to make heads turn and provide best in class 
total cost of ownership. 

 “WINGER ” is a monocoque vehicle with distinguished features in terms of style, space, comfort 
and safety. Offering a unique combination of comfort for passengers and economics for the 
operator, the vehicle addresses the pressing need of product performance and fuel efficiency for 
Operators and the joy of travelling comfortably together for the passengers.  

The new Winger is an all-rounder with superior aesthetics, better economics and comfortable 
ergonomics making this the absolute winner in its category. 

 

FEATURES : 
1. Bold and stylish Front face ensures a commanding presence  
2. Car like Cockpit with gearshift advisor on instrument cluster provides comfortable and 

economical driving 
3. Eco switch for better fuel efficiency  
4. LED tail lamp to enhance the look  
5. Rear Park Assist System  
6. Split power full AC with individual AC vents ensures a relaxed and  comfortable travel 
7. Passenger seats with Horizontal slide for better shoulder width  
8. Lap belts for all passenger seats for safety 
9. Multiple USB charging points 
10. 2.2 L DICOR Engine boasting 100 HP of power and 190 Nm of flat torque curve, which 

ensures lesser gear shifting by assuring greater pulling power even at low RPM’s.   
11. A front independent Mc Pherson Strut Suspension system gives better maneuverability 

and better ride comfort.  
12. A front axle drive resulting in car-like low Noise Vibration Harness (NVH) in its class.  
13. Front Axle Drive also ensure lower weight, better traction and reduced transmission 

loses.  
 

 

 

  
  
    



MODEL Winger 3448 High Roof  

SEAT TYPE Reclining 

ENGINE STAGE BS-6 

ENGINE TYPE 2.2 Litre Dicor 

POWER 73.5KW(100 PS)@4300  r/min 

TORQUE 200Nm@ 1250-3500rpm 

CLUTCH Cutch-215mm Single Plate Dry Friction, 
Semi Hydraulic Actuation 

GEAR BOX 5 forward+1 reverse, Manual 

FRONT BRAKES  Disc Brakes with Twin Pot Calliper 

REAR BRAKES Drum Brakes with ABS 

FRONT SUSPENSION Mc Pherson Strut with Coil spring 

REAR SUSPENSION Double Parabolic Leaf Spring, Hydraulic 
Telescopic Shock Absorber 

WHEELS AND TYRES 195 R 15 LT,8PR Radial 

WHEELBASE 3488 

OVERALL LENGTH 5458 

OVERALL WIDTH 1905 

OVERALL HEIGHT 2670 (External)/1900(Internal) 

MAX GVW 3475 

FUEL TANK CAPACITY 60 Litre 

  

	
	

  

  
  


